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The "Occupy Wall Street" movement has grown from a protest against Wall
Street into an international protest known as "Occupy Together." Around the world, it
would be hard not to feel the discomfort of the general populace. Voting here in Canada
during this last election was at an all-time low. But how popular is this "Occupy"
movement exactly? Should it matter to those who follow YaH and the Turah (Scripture)?
What are their goals and dreams?
We could venture a very large bet that the majority of society today hasn't got a
clue what this "occupy" movement means or stands for. Its message seems to be an
anonymous blob of people who are disgruntled about numerous matters. People look at
these varying opinions and sign boards of disdain and come away with the impression
that this movement doesn't know what it wants. But this would be true of any group. This
is why there are thousands of different kinds of "New Testament" believers out there. Our
politicians today are no different. They all have different ideas about stimulus packages,
saving the economy, environmental urgency and so forth. Yet people praise the current
governments and continue voting. The kaleidoscope of colours we see through the
various Occupy movements around the world are not to be castigated for their varying
signs and opinions. Rather, each sign and statement should be thought about with
seriousness and placed in a proper vision. Plenty of these people are intelligent working
class who have taken precious time to do what they are doing. I am now one of them.
Firstly I'd like to say shame on the pastors, rabbis, imams and false teachers of our
society today for not speaking to the average people about self-sustenance, how we can
care for our globe, implement the laws and concepts of Scripture, and return to the
ancient paths of YaH and His Turah (Scripture). Shame that it is the lowly slaves of the
Occupy movement that have to hit the streets to speak out to a society gone wrong. Our
current world predicament is one that is not spoken of in religious gatherings and
buildings for the most part. These are the religious overseers. Then we encounter the
secular overseers, the police, politicians and media. There certainly isn't a whole lot of
accurate media coverage on the Occupy movement. It would be safe to say that most of
the critics of the "occupy" movement have never set foot near one of these "occupiers" or
their meetings. As for me, I was on my way to pick up my work cheque and go clean
buildings, as per my weekend routine slavery, when I noticed a small crowd in downtown
Hamilton with signs such as "Be the Change You Wish to See" and so forth. I had no
idea that there was such a thing going on so close to my home. There was no media
coverage of course here in Hamilton and in my opinion the "Occupy" movement is given
little credit at all in mainstream media. As I grabbed my cheque and proceeded with my
weekend cleaning job, I thought this might be a great way to speak to the people, find out
what they are about, whether they have any kind of vision or goals, and perhaps use this
as an opportunity to speak to them about our book, The Path of the Most High, and our
website, http://www.thewayofthemosthigh.ca.
Obviously these people are more educated than the general public, as they post
billboards of the effects of fluoride on society for example, and of how little is done
about this harmful chemical in terms of use or educating people about it. Ultimately, this
Occupy movement is not simply a blob of uneducated and unemployed punks as the
media portrays on CBC (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) and other strong-arm

pundits. Far from it. These are people who have understood that there is something
seriously wrong with society, but certainly lack the vision to see what the root of the
problem is. So what is the origin of the ailments of modern society?
Quite simply, as stated on our website and throughout our book, the disease of our
world today is rebellion against the Most High and the Turah (Scripture). Society today
has chosen the route of atheism, individual selfishness and capitalism, subjective morality
and lack of accountability. Without a foundation, there can be no proper construction. A
foundation of atheism means that there is no Creator whose Sovereignty and Law is to be
acknowledged. No accountability. You can believe whatever you want and operate
however you feel like. Morality is subject to your own thoughts of what is right and
wrong. Mind you, all international law is based on Masonry, Christianity, and sometimes
some sharia. So it is actually an oxy-moron modern society operates on. They say they
have their own concept of morality, yet they base that on out-dated Christian law in
government judicial settings and otherwise. They continue to observe old pagan rites of
Christmas, Easter and Hallowed Evening (Hallowe'en).
We lost the war when the extended family could no longer survive in a
community setting. Defeat came when the Native Americans decided to value the trade
and commerce of the Europeans. Trouble came with the rejection of religion, the
acceptance of individual survival of the fittest, selfishness and capitalism. Our
punishment has come through rejection of natural agriculture.
Surely, the Turah (Scripture) shows that there are wages for work that is done, in
the examples of servants and so forth (D'bayrim (Deut.) 24:15). And no doubt a righteous
servant ought to be rewarded. Society today calls that "capitalism." Capitalism is
Scriptural. The problem is that the capitalists who rule our world today abuse everyone
else and place their foot over the necks of the people. They don't want their servants to
enjoy what they have. And under modern lifestyle, our planet cannot suffice to have
everyone live the way the 1% do anyhow. The issue ought to be about ancient natural
living communities which are self-sustaining. And that is the point which this worldwide
Occupy movement has not seen. They simply don't get it. It is up to us to inform these
honestly-concerned individuals that this is bigger than money and the 1%. We need a
return to YaH, His Turah (Scripture) and the ancient paths.
Our world cannot sustain the current population under the present modern
lifestyle with its wasteful "technology" and ever-encroaching concrete jungle of
destruction. It cannot sustain the manufacturing of plastic which uses 10x more water to
make then natural metals, glass or clay. Plastic is not biodegradable. Our globe cannot
tolerate this modern expansion of fake walls built with drywall the mass of motor
vehicles. Our family hasn't put out a garbage bag full of junk on the curb in two months,
but yet everyone around us continues to place a full bag at the curb each week. We have
learned to be guardians of this garden that has been entrusted to us by our Creator. That is
also what the Turah (Scripture) teaches. The conundrum we are facing is the so-called
"advancement" through modernization, its breakdown of extended families and
communities, loss of agriculture, loss of true trade and advancement of commodities.
OUR vision with the Way of the Most High continues to be the premise that all
peoples originate from Adawm (Adam), and as such, have an obligation to their
Sovereign Creator and His government. They have an obligation to each other, to love
and live peaceably in a self-sustaining, agricultural and communal setting. They have a

right to land and commodities that matter. They have a duty to guard our globe in its
original state of creation and seek to return it to bliss and perfection. Each day is a gift of
life to be appreciated and lived to the fullest. Do you have a relationship with the Creator,
efei (YaHUAH) Most High? Have you understood the fullness of His Turah
(Scripture) and the beauty of the ancient paths in comparison to the false modern society?
Sh'loom (Peace) once again from Sha'ul and all of us here at The Way of the Most
High
Signing off from today's slavery.

